
You’ll close more business in less time if you…

Pay Attention to Tension!
— Part 3 —

A Lesson in MasterStream
By T. Falcon Napier & Associates. Inc.

In the last two lessons we explored the ChangeGrid section of the MasterStream Strategic
Framework.  To review, the ChangeGrid reveals the level of productive tension your
prospect is experiencing at any given point during your sales discussions.  The prospect’s
level of tension determines whether or not they will take action — and, if so, when that
action will occur.  As shown in the diagram, there are five basic levels of tension — or
“Response States.”

A prospect in Stress is overwhelmed by their situation and desperate for a solution.  Their
reasoning abilities are ruled by unresourceful emotions — such as anger, grief and fear —
and their decision-making abilities are highly reactive.  They are likely to jump on the first
course of action they stumble across — but are just as likely to abandon that course of
action the moment they discover another alternative.  The key word for Stress is “panic.”

A prospect in Power•Stress has a strong sense of urgency to take action on a decision they
have made.  They have examined their alternatives and made their selection.  Now, aware of
the risks and costs of delaying, the prospect is ready to “write the check.”  The uppermost
limit of Power•Stress — the Threshold of Activation — is the level of tension at which the
prospect will take immediate, definitive action.  The key word for Power•Stress is “buy.”

In Power, the prospect becomes an aggressive shopper, gathering input from any and all
sources they can find regarding a decision they’re considering.  The prospect feels no
pressure, fear or sense of impending doom — rather, quite proud and confident of their
abilities to make a high-quality, thoughtful and prudent decision in a timely manner.
“Shop” is the key word for Power.

The prospect in Power•Apathy freely acknowledges that their situation could be improved
— but they aren’t really troubled enough by it to make it a priority.  They much prefer to
flow along with the current — unless you’d care to take their troubles off their hands (and
shoulder all of the responsibility if something goes wrong!).  The key word for
Power•Apathy is “delegate” — although the prospect may not do that very well.

Prospects in Apathy are experiencing very little tension — and, as a result are very, very
unproductive.  They feel their current situation is fine just the way it is — that their
resources are vast and abundant — and that they are in complete control of their lives.
They’re probably mistaken — but they feel that way, nevertheless!

If you could fill your calendar in such a way that every prospect you met with was
experiencing one and only one of these Response States, which would you choose?  What
level of tension would be the most productive use of your time?  If you said, Power•Stress,
you’re right!  Why?  What was the key word for Power•Stress?  BUY.  Prospects in



Power•Stress take action — they say, “OK, buy me 1,000 shares.”  They’ve already
looked around and have made up their minds — and they want to purchase now!

Unfortunately, in a real world, you can’t have a calendar filled exclusively with prospects in
Power•Stress.  So, whom would you choose as the next best prospect with whom to work?
Power.  At least Power is seriously shopping — interested in learning more and exploring
the possibilities.  “I’m considering some GE stock for my grandkids.  What information
could you send me on the company?”

If you couldn’t have Power•Stress or Power, who would be your next choice?  There’s an
interesting debate here.  A pretty good case could be built for either Stress or
Power•Apathy.  Prospects in Power•Apathy allow you to fit them into your schedule when
it’s most convenient for you.  They don’t disrupt your tennis match or pull you out of
important meetings to ask you a question.  They’re very comfortable with you and your
recommendation and they’re more than willing to let you run the show.  Stress, on the other
hand, demands your immediate and undivided attention.  “I just heard bad news on ABC!
Why’d you get me in that?  Get me out!”  To the prospect in Stress, your schedule is
trivial!  They want you NOW!  As unpleasant as all that sounds, the prospect in Stress is
definitely going to do something right away — and since they’ve turned to you for
guidance, they’re very likely to do whatever you propose.  Some salespeople prefer to seek
out and develop relationships in the peacefulness of Power•Apathy — and if a prospect in
Stress happens their way, they’ll do whatever is necessary to assist them.  On the other
hand, you may thrive on the chaos created by prospects in Stress and actively seek them out.
The debate continues.

What about these marvelous prospects in Apathy?!  They don’t think they need to do
anything.  They don’t want to do anything.  And they aren’t going to do anything.  Brand
this truth in your mind — prospects in Apathy are the biggest waste of a salesperson’s
time.  You can try to find and push “hot buttons” on the so called “big fish” all day long,
month after month (and may very well land one) — but your energies would be better
invested in the masses of other prospects out there who do want to listen to you.

As most sales managers will tell you, if you spend enough time on the phone, you’ll find
plenty to keep you busy (and, they’re right!)   But successful selling is certainly not just a
matter of impersonal numbers — and most accomplished sales professionals take offense at
the mere suggestion!  Ultimately, a successful career requires more than dialing for dollars!
In addition to learning how to find prospects in Power•Stress or Power, you must also learn
how to move a prospect from wherever they start on the ChangeGrid, through each step of
the MasterStream sales process, to the Threshold of Activation.

The MasterStream section of the Strategic Framework charts the flow of tension your
prospect is experiencing during the entire sales process.  It is divided into five segments —
or Phases — Connecting, Analyzing, Solving, Committing, & Relieving.  During the
Connecting Phase, we establish a relationship with the target.  During the Analyzing Phase,
we determine how we can be of help to our target in solving a problem, satisfying a need or
seizing some opportunity, which might interest them.  When we’re in the Solving Phase, we
present our recommendation to our target — which they will agree to take action on during
the Committing Phase.  Finally, during the Relieving Phase we get our new client started,
safeguard the sale and gather referrals. 

Quite candidly, there is nothing new about a sales process being divided into a series of
phases — and there’s nothing surprising about the events that happen during each phase!
What is new is that each of these phases has a certain desirable level of productive tension
associated with it.  Any deviation from the MasterStream curve shown will complicate your



sale — and could very well cost you the business altogether!  You must manage the flow of
tension in order to produce an efficient and lasting sale.  If you aren’t paying attention to
tension — you are losing business!

Phase 1 is called the Connecting Phase.  It begins the moment you say “Hello!” —
whether that’s on the phone, face-to-face or even in writing — and it happens every time
you have contact with your prospect.  Not just the first time — every time!  During Phase 1
your goals are to:

Develop a strong personal relationship with your prospect.  Connect with
your prospect at a person-to-person level.  If your target is an existing client, your goal
remains the same — to further strengthen that relationship.

Create a safe environment for open disclosure.  One too many bad experiences
with unethical, manipulative salespeople has taught consumers to hold back information.  To
do the best job you can, you need high quality, complete and accurate information about
your prospect and the situation they face — and that means you must create an environment
where the prospect does not feel intimidated or out of place.

Begin to determine what your prospect wants.  Pay close attention to any sneak
previews your prospect may offer about their true motives for speaking with you.  The
insight they afford will dramatically strengthen your ability to ask meaningful questions in
Phase 2 and better understand your prospect’s needs.
  
To help reach the Phase 1 goals, you need to lower your prospect’s tension to
Power•Apathy where they will be relaxed and comfortable, open and honest.  Here are just a
few effective ways of reducing tension in Phase 1:

Be genuinely curious about your prospect.  People tend to like people who
make them feel interesting and important.  Learn about your prospect as a person.  Spend a
few minutes in casual conversation, talking about anything other than the business at hand.
Give them a chance to talk about their art collection or golf game — and you’ll learn more
about what really motivates your prospect.

Don’t launch into your presentation.  Presenting in Phase 1 is usually a waste
of effort.  It’s too soon — and it could be offensive.  Since you haven’t explored your
prospect’s situation yet, you really don’t know if what you’re presenting matches their
needs.  Worse yet, since your prospect may not even recognize the need exists, they’ll find
little value in your ill-timed presentation.  Don’t put your prospect in the position of
thinking, “Here we go again!  Another pushy sales rep trying to line his own pockets!”

Build credibility.  The mere thought of entrusting their life savings to a virtual
stranger frightens most people.  Help the prospect see the value you offer.  What makes
you an expert?  What’s the scope of your experience?  What makes your company unique
in its industry and in the community?  Why did you choose to represent your company?

Don’t do anything that might raise tension.  That’s the opposite direction
you’re trying to go!  Speaking too loudly or quickly, or with too much enthusiasm and
exuberance will increase tension and may cause your prospect to disconnect with you —
figuratively and literally!  Scripted opening statements usually have the same effect.  The
moment the prospect recognizes a canned sales pitch, tension escalates, credibility plummets
— and the opportunity to be of value ends.

Phase 2 is called the Analyzing Phase.  In our experience as sales trainers, it’s where most
representatives lose business.  During this phase, your goals are to:

Qualify your prospect.  Determine whether or not the individual you are speaking
with is a key decision-maker — and is in the position to take action.

Determine if they need your services.  Gather the information you need to figure
out whether or not the prospect could benefit from your products & services — and which
specific products or services would be most appropriate in their situation.  



Increase tension to the Threshold.  If you want your prospect to listen closely to
your presentation in Phase 3, prepare the ground now!   People pay attention to where their
tension is — they focus on areas where they feel out of control.  A prospect with tension at
the Threshold has a very strong sense of urgency about their situation — and that makes for
a much more attentive prospect!  Don’t rob your presentation of its thunder by giving it to
someone who doesn’t realize the importance of what you’re saying.

Here are several ways to increase tension during Phase 2:
Serve as a guide on the Path of Self-Discovery.  If you tell your prospect what

their problems are — it’s propaganda.  But if your prospect discovers the same thing on
their own — it’s gospel!  Help your prospect to take a hard look at the facts of their current
situation — and explore their possibilities, hopes and dreams.  Help them to formulate a
compelling goal and identify obstacles standing in their way.  Allow the prospect to share
their personal feelings, fears and anxieties — and focus their sense of urgency toward
identifying and implementing a realistic and reasonable solution.  Walk with them — and
they will go freely.

Get your prospect to talk as much as possible.  The more they talk, the more
they divulge, the more tension they feel.  Questions should be open-ended, brief and to the
point.  Open-ended questions encourage your prospect to speak candidly — and, ultimately,
allow your prospect to discover their problems and challenges for themselves. Questions
with lengthy set-ups or follow-ups, or those that wander away from the difficulties the
prospect faces, reduce tension — and the prospect’s level of interest.

Ask fact-oriented questions first.  As you entered Phase 2, the prospect should
be in Power•Apathy — very comfortable with you, trusting and sincere.  When tension is
low, honesty is high.  As tension increases, a prospect becomes more cautious and guarded.
To get the most accurate answers, ask for the facts first.

Ask feeling-oriented questions last.  After the prospect has looked at their
situation as it actually is, help them to confront the risks, the dangers and the consequences
of not taking action — help them to face the reality of being ill-prepared to meet these
challenges.  “How do you feel knowing inflation is destroying your buying power?”
“What if you had to work 5 extra years, just so retirement could be affordable?”

Do not present.  You may hear the occasional “buying signal” in your prospect’s
answers to your questions — and feel tempted to move directly and immediately into your
presentation — but you must resist the urge.  Tension is not high enough to present until
the prospect reaches their threshold.  If you present to a target who’s below the threshold,
your presentation is falling on deaf ears — and a loss of interest will be the result.

Reflect where the prospect is out of control.  Typically, consultative selling
approaches encourage you to reflect back to your prospect positive elements from their
responses to your questions.  “If I understand you correctly, you’re interested in finding a
way to retire to Florida — is that right?”  But it’s much more powerful to reflect where the
prospect is out of control.  “If I understand you correctly, you’re concerned that as things
stand now, you won’t be able to retire to Florida!”  The difference in tension is obvious.

Don’t do anything that lowers tension.  Once you’ve started your line of
questions, stay focused on the business at hand.  Chiming in personal pleasantries will
lower tension.  If you normalize someone’s situation (“Oh, our firm can address that easily
— we do it all the time”) or give verbal “pats on the back” (“Wow, that’s great — you’ve
made some terrific decisions!”), tension is not going up — it’s going down.

Phase 3 is called the Solving Phase.  Now that they are at the Threshold, the prospect is
ready and eager to explore any solution you may have.  They know they have a problem —
and they want to do something about it!  They’re feeling three very important words — out
of control!  Unfortunately, they haven’t the foggiest notion what they should do!  Now, it’s
time for your presentation.  Your goals in Phase 3 are to:



Provide your prospect with a solution, which restores control.  Present
whatever products or services you feel best address their needs.

Keep tension as high as possible in Power-Stress.  Although the curve shows
that tension goes down in Phase 3, your goal is actually to prevent that from happening.
Why?  What happens to your prospect’s level of tension when they discover that a solution
to their problem is readily available?  Tension goes down.  As tension goes down, your
prospect leaves Power•Stress, where the key word is “Buy” — and enters Power, where
the key word is “Shop.”  How comfortable are you knowing that your presentation just
equipped your prospect to go shopping?  Not good?

Here are a few pointers for keeping tension high in Phase 3:
Keep your presentation as short as possible.  Tension falls when a sales

representative starts a global presentation, including virtually every tidbit of detail and
nuance related to their products and services.  On behalf of all of your prospects locally and
coast-to-coast — keep it short, keep it simple.  You know infinitely more about your
products than any of us really need to or care to know.  All we want to do is eliminate a
problem you said you could fix — or take advantage of some opportunity you said was
available.  Focus your presentation on how your solution restores control in your
prospect’s specific situation — not a litany of general features and benefits.  The more you
present, the lower and lower tension goes — and with it, the likelihood of making a sale.

Lean forward throughout your presentation.  As your prospect’s level of
tension falls, their body position will begin to move DownGrid as well — softening their
posture, leaning back in their chair.  As tension goes down, what happens to productivity?  It
goes down as well.  Since the information in your presentation is increasing their
knowledge — which is, in turn, lowering their tension — you must use your body position
to counteract the decay in tension being caused by the content of your presentation.  Try to
keep your physiology as far UpGrid as possible.  Lean forward throughout your
presentation to keep your prospect sitting UpGrid as well.  If you are in rapport, your
prospect will automatically continue to mirror your body position — and an UpGrid body
position carries within it an UpGrid level of tension.  That and a good product match should
keep them in Power•Stress and close to that all-important Threshold!  If you’re a bit of a
doubter, on you next sales call, notice what happens to your prospect’s body position as
you present.  You’ll watch with some astonishment as they begin to relax and withdraw.
The more relaxed they become, the less likely they are to do something.

Be authoritative.  You are a licensed professional and a self-professed expert in
your field.  You have the answers.   A prospect at the Threshold realizes that they cannot
take care of their problems themselves and has turned to you for guidance.  Present your
idea with directness and complete confidence.  Notice the difference between saying, “One
option you might want to consider is getting into a mutual fund.” — and, “I recommend a
mutual fund in your particular situation.”  The latter is much more effective!

Sprinkle your presentation liberally with open-ended questions.  Asking
your prospect to answer direct questions throughout your presentation forces the prospect
to stay actively engaged in the discussion at hand.  It provides the prospect with an
opportunity to play with your recommendation and discover its value for themselves.
“What advantages do you see in a mutual fund?”  “How do you think this investment will
improve your position?”  Questions of this sort also shake out potential objections —
which gives you the chance to address them as part of your presentation, rather than your
closing efforts.

Don’t close DownGrid.  If you make the cardinal mistake of closing DownGrid,
you can expect to encounter the most dreaded of all objections … the granddaddy of ‘em all
… “I want to think about it!”  Now, ask yourself, where on the grid does someone what to
“think about it”?  Certainly not in Stress!  The person in Stress will do anything they’re
told!  The person in Power•Stress has already thought about it!  They’ve made their
decision!  It is the person in Power who wants to take their time, consider their options,



think about it.  (Oddly enough, they will think about it!)  If they are even further DownGrid,
they might say they’ll think it over, but the person in Power•Apathy would prefer that
someone else do the thinking — and the person in Apathy doesn’t feel compelled to think
about it at all!  Any closing attempt made when tension is lower than the Threshold is
guaranteed to be answered with an objection.

Phase 4 is called the Committing Phase.  Just because your prospect realizes they have a
problem and recognizes that you have the perfect solution doesn’t mean they’ll do anything
about it.  Your goal is to:

Secure the prospect’s commitment.  Ideally, that involves the exchange of money
in one form or another, but sometimes the commitment can take a different shape.  If, for
example, the product or service you sell doesn’t lend itself to a one-call close possibility, the
commitment you’re looking for is just to move on to the next logical step … like agree to a
needs assessment … or to attend a more formal presentation.

In order to achieve this goal, you must increase your prospect’s tension to
Threshold of Activation.  Here are a few tips:

Beware the Closing Summary!   Traditionally, following their presentation, a
representative performs a general closing summary and closes.  But a typical closing
summary is nothing more than a rehash of the information the representative shared in their
presentation.  Since the presentation made tension go down, a repeat performance will only
reduce tension further — and the closing attempt will result in an objection.  What happens
to your tension when you hear this generic closing summary?  “Well, Mr. Prospect, let’s
take a minute to review your situation.  You face a serious problem as far as your taxes are
concerned.  The problem is that you are giving money to the IRS that you need for your
future plans.  If you don’t take care of this problem, it is unlikely that you will reach your
goal.  My recommendation offers you a way of reducing your taxes and optimizing your
return on those invested dollars — and ultimately helps you to achieve the lifestyle you
described.  With that in mind, don’t you agree that the time for action is now?”  Perfectly
pleasant — and probably accurate — but tension went down, further and further from the
Threshold.

Allow prospect to close him/herself.  On the other hand, if the representative
helps the prospect do their own closing summary, tension actually increases and, once they
hit the Threshold, the prospect will close themselves.  The secret is to ask questions that
logically lead the prospect to realize that their problem is solved and that action needs to be
taken now.

“Well, Mr. Prospect, let’s take a moment and review your situation.  What is the
biggest problem you face today with regard to reaching your financial goals?”
“From what you’ve shown me, I’m paying far too much in taxes!”
“How does that affect your future?”
“It seems unlikely that I’ll be able to retire when I intended!”
“How will the strategy I’ve recommended help your situation?”
“It puts my money into investments that make better sense as far as my taxes are
concerned!”
“What else does my recommendation do for you?”
“It also gets me a better return than I’m getting now!”
“Then, what would you like to do?”
“Let’s get started!”
Use the assumed close if tension is lower than the Threshold.  If you detect

any hesitation in your prospect as they finish the closing summary, use the assumed close:
“What else does my recommendation do for you?”
“It seems like I might get a better return than I’m getting now!”
“Then, it’s time for you to get started!  I’ll need …”



Phase 5 is called the Relieving Phase.  Your goals are to:
Strengthen the relationship.  You are in a relationship-oriented business — and

you don’t want a single transaction with this prospect, but a lifetime of transactions!
Protect sale.  It would be a shame, after all the effort you’ve made, to get a phone

call from your prospect canceling the sale.  Buyer’s remorse can be avoided.
Obtain referrals.  Referrals are the lifeblood of your business — and a natural

side effect of a good relationship with your client.

In order to reach these goals, you’ll need to lower tension to Power•Apathy.  Keep these
pointers in mind:

Don’t leave when tension is high.  If you end your discussion when tension is
still in Power•Stress, your prospect is still in a buying mode.  If tension is in Power, your
prospect is still in a shopping mode.  To protect your sale — and your relationship — you
must lower tension all the way to Power•Apathy, where the key word was “delegate.”  Your
prospect has delegated to you the responsibility of following through on whatever action
you recommended.

Explain how you will be following through.  Acquaint your prospect with the
procedures you’ll be following to complete their transaction and what they can expect from
you over the course of your relationship with them.  How often will you be in touch?  To
whom should they direct questions regarding their account?  What statements or other
documents will they receive?  Your prospect needs to know that they can depend on you to
work on their behalf and watch out for their best interests.  Once they know that client
service is truly dependable, more business is certain to head your way.

Don’t get pushy about referrals.  You’ve put in a good deal of time building a
pleasant, mutually beneficial relationship.  Don’t destroy it by becoming overly aggressive
or confrontational when you ask for referrals.  You’ll have numerous discussions with your
client over time — and numerous opportunities to ask for additional referrals.  Asking for
more than a few at a time gives you the appearance of being desperate for business — and
awakens suspicion in your prospect as to your personal motives and career stability.

Paying attention to tension is the key to closing more business.  As you go about your sales
calls this week, you’ll notice how tension affects your prospect’s interest in your services,
the decisions they make and the action they take.  Try some of the pointers we’ve covered in
these lessons and you’ll quickly see the advantages of paying attention to tension!
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This article has been prepared and provided as part of our business outreach program, in
support of our team of Certified MasterStream Instructors.  For more information, visit our
website at www.masterstream.com.  Thank you!


